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of Ministers had become the puppets of the Throne
than the fact that they allowed the control of the
National Wakf properties to pass to the Palace.
If further evidence is required of the determination
of the Notables to condemn every scheme, irrespective
of its merits, proposed by the Government, it will be
found in the attitude of the Legislative Council and
the General Assembly towards a proposal made by the
Suez Canal Company. Briefly, that corporation pro-
posed that the original concession of 99 years should
be prolonged for a further period of 40 years, Egypt
profiting by the extension in taking an increasing
proportion of the annual profits. To the financial
advisers of the Egyptian Government the proposal
appeared to be advantageous; and the Council of
Ministers, after some hesitation, agreed with that
view. Constitutionally, there was no reason to refer
to any further authority. But the negotiations had
excited much public interest, and a section of the
Arabic press was denouncing the Ministers as men
who, at the instigation of Great Britain, were prepared
to sell the birthright of their country. In these
circumstances, Sir Eldon Gorst resolved to transfer
the final decision to the General Assembly, Attractive
as the financial aspect of the proposal was to British
eyes, he was well advised in his decision ; for when the
votes were counted, one Egyptian only out of the
hundred and odd members was bold enough to follow
the lead of the Ministers. It cannot be said that the
proposal was examined on its merits by the Assembly.
Their vote was intended to be a plain indication of
Egyptian hostility towards British domination. Worse
was to follow. Two days later l the Prime Minister
was assassinated as he was stepping into his carriage.
It was a lamentable tragedy; for the victim, Butros
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